discussed in those references. which it turns out can be overcome using the subsequent results of Sun and the author in [13] . See also the further discussion in 2.2 below.
One difference between the techniques used here and in [6] is that the latter is more tied to the (second order) Kähler-Einstein equation while our techniques focus on the (fourth order) constant scalar curvature condition. In this direction, we will prove a more general result. Suppose now that the quasi-projective variety S parametrises a family X s of polarised manifolds. So there is a line bundle on the total space X which restricts to a positive line bundle L s on each fibre X s . Now we let S * be defined by the condition that X s admits a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric ω s in the class c 1 (L s ). In such a case the isometry class of metric ω s is unique.
Definition 1
The family X → S has Property R if there is a constant C such that for all s ∈ S * the diameter and the L ∞ norm of the Ricci curvature of (X s , ω s ) are bounded by C.
Then we have
Theorem 2 Suppose that S has property R and that for each s ∈ S the automorphism group of X s is finite. Then S * is a Zariski-open subset of S.
Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 (the Ricci curvature bound being trivial, and the diameter bound following from Myers' Theorem), and it is Theorem 2 which we will prove in this article. As things stand, the generalisation has only theoretical interest, since we have no way of establishing Property R beyond the Kähler-Einstein case. But the more general statement emphasises the point that many of our arguments focus on the constant scalar curvature condition.
In Section 2 below we will explain the proof of Theorem 2, assuming various more technical statements which are established in the later sections of the paper. There are two main new features in our approach. On the differentialgeometric side, our basic method is to combine arguments involving the Bergman function and the "volume estimate" established by the X. Chen and the author [5] , and by Cheeger and Naber [4] . On the algebro-geometric side, we work with general degenerations, not assuming a C * -action. This is in may ways a more natural setting, and offers some advantages which can be useful in other contexts.
The author is grateful to Xiuxiong Chen, Yuji Odaka and Song Sun for discussions related to this paper. The author was partially supported by ERC Advanced Investigator Award 247331.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 Degenerations
We begin with a simple observation.
Lemma 1 To prove Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that, for any family S satisfying the hypotheses of that Theorem, if S * is non-empty then there is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of S which is contained in S * .
This is straightforward. In the context of Theorem 2, if S * is empty then the statement is trivially true. Suppose S * is not empty and thus, following the statement of the lemma, contains a non-empty Zariski-open subset S \ Z. Let S 1 be a component of maximal dimension of Z. Then we can take S 1 in place of S in the discussion and we have a subset S * 1 = S * ∩ S 1 ⊂ S 1 corresponding to constant scalar curvature metrics. Either S * 1 is empty, in which case S \ S * contains S 1 , or non-empty. In the latter case, the complement S 1 \ S * 1 is, by hypothesis, contained in a lower-dimensional algebraic set. Proceeding in this way over all the components, and by induction on dimension, one sees that S *
is Zariski-open.
We now come to a central topic of this paper.
Definition 2 A degeneration of (X, L) is a flat analytic family π : X → ∆ over the disc ∆ ⊂ C and a line bundle L → X which is very ample on every fibre of π, together with an isomorphism between the restriction of L → X to the punctured disc ∆ * and the product family (X, L m ) × ∆ * , for some integer m ≥ 1.
We call the integer m the multiplicity of the degeneration. Soon we will see that we can reduce to the case when m = 1, but for the moment we keep this parameter. We will usually just refer to a degeneration by its total space X etc. A particular case of a degeneration is an equivariant degeneration, or "test configuration", when the family extends to C and there is a compatible C * action on X . We need a notion of non-trivial degenerations. If we work with general schemes this is a slightly issue, as pointed out by Li and Xu [15] , but we will only need to consider degenerations with normal central fibres and for these non-triviality just means that the degeneration is not equivalent to a product.
We want to define a notion of a manifold X s , for s ∈ S, having "generic degenerations at multiplicity m". To begin, we can clearly suppose that the line bundle L s → X s is very ample for some s ∈ S and replacing S by a non-empty Zariski open subset we can then suppose this is true for all s ∈ S. Thus for each m ≥ 1 and each s ∈ S the sections of L 
n . Let Γ s be the SL(N m + 1)-orbit of this point in Chow; in other words, the set of points we get from any choice of basis. Up to a possible covering of the disc, a degeneration of X s of multiplicity m corresponds to a holomorphic map f : ∆ → Chow with f (t) ∈ Γ s for t ∈ ∆ * . If we have a degeneration X we get a map f when we choose a trivialisation of the bundle π * (O(L m )). Conversely, if we have such a map f we pull back the universal family to the disc and after possibly taking a covering (in the case when the automorphism group is non-trivial) we can trivialise the family over the punctured disc.
We also want to consider a notion of a family of degenerations (of multiplicity m). Let N be an open set in S. We restrict the family X to N and then lift to the product N × ∆ * to get a space U N → N × ∆ * . By a family of degenerations parametrised by N we mean a flat family V → N × ∆ with an isomorphism Φ between the restriction of V to N × ∆ * and U N . We also require a line bundle over V with the obvious conditions, so the upshot is that for each s in N the restriction of V to {s} × ∆ gives a degeneration of X s of multiplicity m.
Define J ⊂ S × Chow to be the pairs (s, Z) with Z ∈ Γ s and let J be its closure in S × Chow.
Definition 3
We define a subset GD m ⊂ S. A point σ is in GD m if for each point (σ, [Y ] )] in J the following two conditions hold.
• [Y ] lies in the closure Γ σ of the orbit corresponding to X σ ;
• There is neighbourhood N of σ in S and a family of degenerations V → N × ∆ of multiplicity m, parametrised by N , with fibre Y over (σ, 0).
With this definition in place we can state one of our more technical results, which is proved in Section 5.
Applying Lemma 1 we get the following corollary:
Corollary 1 To prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that there is an m such that, if s i is a sequence in S * converging to a point σ in GD m then σ also lies in S * .
All of the above is preparatory to the main proof which is now to establish the statement in Corollary 1.
We digress here slightly to explain the significance of the subset GD m of "generic degenerations". The essential condition is the first one, which rules out the phenomenon of "splitting of orbits". Consider, as a simple example, the action of C * on C 2 with weights (1, −1). For s ∈ C let Γ s be the C * -orbit of (1, s) and let J be the set of pairs (s, Z) where s ∈ C and Z ∈ Γ s ⊂ C 2 . Let σ = 0 and Z 0 = (0, 1) ∈ C 2 . Then (σ, Z 0 ) lies in the closure of J but Z 0 does not lie in the closure of the orbit Γ σ . In the context of Corollary 1 one would like to establish a different statement, to wit that if s i ∈ S * converge to σ and if X σ is K-stable then σ ∈ S * . This would imply that if S * is not empty then it consists precisely of the K-stable points. The splitting of orbits is a fundamental difficulty here, since one has to deal with the possibility that the constant scalar curvature metrics ω si might converge to a metric on another variety X ′ but where X ′ is not the central fibre of any degeneration of X σ . We refer to the further discussion in [11] . For our purposes here the point is that if we are satisfied with the "Zariski open" statement we can avoid this problem.
Limits
We take up the situation considered in Corollary 1, with a sequence s i in S * converging to σ ∈ S. We will write X i for X si and L for L si . Fix m ≥ 1 for the moment. For each i we have an L 2 norm on sections of L m over X i and we define embeddings T i,m : X i → CP N (m) using orthonormal bases with respect to these norms. So the T i,m are uniquely defined up to the action of the compact group U (N (m) + 1). Taking a subsequence, we can suppose that the images T i,m (X i ) converge to some limiting algebraic cycle W m ⊂ P N (m) . Then we have two alternatives: 
Proposition 2
We can choose an m 0 so that, for all such sequences s i in S, if m ≥ m 0 and alternative (1) above holds then X σ admits a constant scalar curvature metric, i.e. σ lies in S * .
The proof, which is relatively standard, is given in Section 4 below. Given this result, we can focus attention on alternative (2). Thus we have algebraic cycles W m for m ≥ m 0 , not equivalent to X σ . Here we reach a crucial point in the discussion. There is a priori the possibility that the W m are essentially different for different values of m. This could only happen if they fail to be normal. This situation does not fit in well with the theory of degenerations and their numerical invariants discussed in the following subsection. The notion of "b-stability" introduced in [12] was designed to address precisely this difficulty. However it turns out this is not necessary in our problem, since we have the following result.
Proposition 3
We can choose m 1 ≥ m 0 so that W m1 is a normal projective variety and for all k ≥ 1 the natural map from W km1 to W m1 is an isomorphism. This is a part of what is proved in [13] . Replacing L by L m1 we may as well suppose that m 1 = 1 and we just write W for the limiting variety. We also write GD ⊂ S for GD 1 . To sum up our arguments so far; to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that if the point σ lies in GD ⊂ S then the second alternative above cannot hold Remark The notion of b-stability arises from generalisations of the Chow and Futaki invariants discussed below to allow for a varying family W m . It seems quite possible that this approach could be pushed through to prove Theorem 2 without use of Proposition 3 but, at best, this would need a good deal of technical work.
Chow and Futaki invariants
We return to consider a degeneration X of (X, L) and from now on we can take multiplicity m = 1. Recall that we have a line bundle L → X so for each k ≥ 1 we can take the direct image of the sheaf of holomorphic sections of L k which we just write as π * (L k ). This is a holomorphic vector bundle over the disc ∆. The trivialisation of the family X over the punctured disc ∆ * induces a trivialisation of this vector bundle there. Relative to this trivialisation, we have a first Chern class, which can be viewed as an integer. We define:
Lemma 2 For large enough k the integer τ k (X ) is a polynomial function of k of degree at most (n + 1)
To see this we can use the trivialisation of the family X over ∆ * to extend to a family over P 1 . Then apply the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem. Define I = I(X ) to be the co-efficient of
, as before, and write
For each k, we define the Chow invariant to be
By construction, the numbers Ch k (X ) have a finite limit as k tends to infinity and we define the Futaki invariant:
The heart of the proof of Theorem 2 is contained in two statements about this Futaki invariant. This represents the differential-geometric input to Theorem 2, using the fact that the X i have metrics of constant scalar curvature. The proof of Proposition 4 is given in Section 3.
Proposition 5 Let X be a non-trivial degeneration of (X, L) where X has a metric of constant scalar curvature in the class c 1 (L) and Aut(X, L) is finite. Then Fut(X ) > 0. This is a result of Szekelyhidi [24] , extending that of Stoppa [22] . We discuss this, and give another proof, in Section 5.
With all this in place, we can now give the proof of Theorem 2. We want to show that if σ is in GD ⊂ S then [W ] is in the orbit Γ σ . We suppose not and derive a contradiction. Since (σ, [W ] ) lies in J we can apply the definition of GD and we have a family of degenerations U → N × ∆ with fibre W over (σ, 0). We can suppose that N is connected. For s ∈ N we restrict U to {s} × ∆ to get a degeneration X s of X s . Proposition 4 shows that Fut(X σ ) ≤ 0. For large enough i we have s i ∈ N and Proposition 5 shows that Fut(X si ) > 0. But it is clear from the definition that Fut(X s ) is a constant function of s ∈ N so this gives the desired contradiction.
3 Proof of Proposition 4
The moment map
We review some general theory, as discussed also in [12] . Let Chow be the Chow variety whose points represent n-dimensional algebraic cycles of degree n!V in P N . The Chow construction gives an embedding of Chow in a projective space P(U ) and the action of GL(N + 1) on Chow is induced from a representation of GL(N + 1) on U . Write λ Chow for the hyperplane bundle restricted to Chow. This can also be described as a Deligne pairing, see the exposition in [21] . Let X be a degeneration which can be embedded in P N × ∆ with n-dimensional fibres of degree d and with line bundle L → X the lift of O(1) to the product. As in Section 2.1, we get a map f : ∆ → Chow and the pull-back of λ Chow is a line bundle over ∆. We can write f as
where g is a holomorphic map from ∆ * to GL(N + 1) which extends to a meromorphic matrix-valued function over the disc. This map g gives a trivialisation of f * (λ Chow ) over the punctured disc, so we have in integer c 1 (λ Chow ), the first Chern class of the line bundle relative to this trivialisation. The basic fact, going back to Knudsen and Mumford [16] , is that this is another description of the Chow invariant in that we have 
Now fix the standard Hermitian metric on C N +1 . This gives a Fubini-Study metric on P N and hence a volume form dµ F S on any algebraic cycle. For an n-dimensional cycle Z of degree n!V we define a matrix
where [ ] 0 denotes projection to the trace-free part. This gives a map √ −1M : Chow → Lie(SU (N + 1)), and the basic fact is that this is a moment map for the isometric action of SU (n + 1) on Chow with respect to a certain metric. (We pass over the point that Chow may be singular, since inspection of the arguments shows that this is not in the end relevant.) If X is an equivariant degeneration with respect to a C * -action generated by A ∈ √ −1Lie(SU (N + 1)) then we have a standard formula,
where W is the central fibre. The crucial point for us here is that we can extend this to an inequality for any degeneration X . Recall that a map g(t) as above can be factorised as:
where L, R are holomorphic functions on the disc taking values in SL(N + 1) and A is Hermitian with integer eigenvalues (so that t A is well-defined). Then we have
where W is the central fibre. This is proved in [12] , Lemma 1. We return to the situation considered in 2.2 above, so we have a sequence X i of manifolds with constant scalar curvature metrics ω i and for each k we have embeddings T k,i :
Let X be any degeneration with central fibre W . Replacing L by L k , we have a Hermitian endomorphism A k as above and (8) gives
For Hermitian matrices A, M write N (A) for the difference between the largest and smallest eigenvalues of A and write |M | 1 for the sum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues of M (the "trace norm"). Then if M has trace zero we have
To prove Proposition 4 we need two facts. The first is purely algebraic:
The second contains all the differential geometry:
Proposition 6 Assuming that S has property R, there is a constant C S such that
for all s ∈ S * .
For, assuming these statements, we get from (9), (10), (11), (12) that
so, passing to the limit, we have Fut(X ) ≤ 0.
Application of the volume estimate
In this subsection we write X, L for some X s , L s with s ∈ S * . We write ω for the constant scalar curvature metric in the class c 1 (L) on X and we fix a Hermitian metric on L with corresponding curvature form −2πiω. We write ω F S,k for the pull-back by T k of the Fubini-Study metric and
Notice that we have normalised so that the integral of the volume dµ F S,k over X is the fixed number V , independent of k.
Recall the "density of states" function ρ k on X which can be defined as follows. Let s α be any orthonormal basis of the holomorphic sections of L k with respect to the L 2 norm. (This L 2 norm uses the induced fibrewise metric on L k and the volume form k n (n!) −1 ω n .) Then
Let, as above, A be any Hermitian endomorphism of H 0 (X, L k ) and choose s α to be a orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions, with eigenvalues λ α . Now define a function H A by
Then, unravelling the definitions, we find that
By duality, the estimate stated in Proposition 4 is equivalent to showing that for all A and k we have
where |A| ∞ = max α |λ α |. Since M k (X) has trace zero it suffices to prove this when A has trace zero. Clearly the L ∞ norm of H A is bounded by |A| ∞ and if A has zero trace then
So to prove Proposition 4 it suffices to prove that for any function H with
In our situation we may assume that the dimension of
where
for fixed numbers α i . To prove Proposition 4 it suffices to show that we have a bound
for all functions H. Finally, if we define a 2n-form Θ k by
it suffices to prove that
From the definition of the Fubini-Study metric we find that
so we can express everything in terms of ρ k , P k :
The crucial ingredient in the proof is the asymptotic expansion of ρ k as k → ∞. By well-known results of Tian, Caitlin, Lu, Zelditch, Ruan and others, for any fixed metric ω we have an asymptotic expansion
where the a i are functions on X determined by the curvature tensor and, in particular, a 1 is one half of the scalar curvature. If the metric has constant scalar curvature, as we are assuming, a 1 is a constant and the fact that the integral of ρ k is k n times the dimension of H 0 (X, L k ) implies that this constant coincides with the leading co-efficient α 1 of P (k).
For our purposes we need an extension of the standard results which can be applied uniformly to any of our metrics. Given r > 0 we define Z r ⊂ X to be the r-neighbourhood of the points where |Riem| ≥ r −2 (all definitions being with respect to the metric ω). Let Ω r = X \ Z r be the complement. Thus for a point x ∈ Ω r the curvature is bounded by r −2 on the ball of radius r about x.
Under the assumption that S has property R there are constants b 0 , C 0 , C 1 , C 2 such that at a point x ∈ Ω r and for k ≥ b 2 0 r −2 we have
We discuss the proof in Section 6 below.
Next we have a bound on the volume of Z r .
Proposition 8 Under the assumption that S has Property R there is a constant
This is proved in [5] . More precisely, the statement there is for Kähler-Einstein metrics but it is straightforward to extend the proof to constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics, in a fixed integral cohomology class, with bounds on the Ricci curvature and diameter. See the remarks in Section 4 below. Now we go on to complete the proof of Proposition 6. Choose b ≥ max((4C 0 ) 1/4 , b 0 ) and write r 0 = bk −1/2 . Set Ω = Ω r0 , Z = X \ Ω. Thus at points of Ω we have |η k | ≤ 1/4. We can assume that k is large enough that |α 1 k −1 | ≤ 1/4 and so |ρ − 1| ≤ 1/2. We can then estimate i∂∂ log ρ k in an elementary way, from the statements in Proposition 7, to get
in Ω r , for any r ≥ r 0 . Then
We can suppose b chosen large enough that |k −1 i∂∂ log ρ| ≤ 1/2 in Ω. Write dµ for the volume form of the metric ω and ω n F S = (1 + F 1 )dµ. By Proposition 7 we have
in Ω r , for r ≥ r 0 . Likewise if we write ρ/P = 1 + F 2 then, from the first item in Proposition 7, we have
in Ω r , for r ≥ r 0 . By definition
The definition of F 1 implies that 1 + F 1 > 0. We can suppose k is large enough that P k > 0 thus ρ k /P k > 0 and hence also 1 + F 2 > 0. Thus
Since the integral of ω n F S over X is equal to that of ω n we have X F 1 dµ = 0. Similarly the fact the integral of ρ is P k times the volume of X implies that
Our volume estimate of Proposition 8 gives
Thus, for r ≥ r 0 , f (r −4 ) is bounded by the volume of Z r and hence by C 4 r 4 . In other words f (t) ≤ C 4 t −1 for t ≤ r 0 . Clearly also we have f (t) ≤ Vol(X) for all t. Then
Let τ = C 4 /Vol(X). We may suppose that k is large enough that r
which is bounded by C 9 + C 4 log r
Combining with the estimate for the last term in (20) we get the required bound X |Θ| ≤ C 10 k −2 log k.
Regularity theory: proof of Proposition 2
Recall that we have a sequence s i → σ in S and constant scalar curvature metrics ω i on X i = X si . Choose a family of reference metricsω i on X i , converging in C ∞ to a limitω σ (with respect to a local C ∞ trivialisation of the family). For each i we can write
The first step is to prove that, under our hypotheses (bounded diameter and Ricci curvature) the oscillation Osc(φ i ) = max φ i − min φ i satisfies a fixed bound. This can be read off from the results of [13] but we prefer to minimise our dependence on [13] here so we recall another well-known argument (which has the advantage of being effective, given an effective bound in the volume estimate of Proposition 8).
Let T i ,T i : X i → P N be the embeddings defined by the metrics ω i ,ω i . By Proposition 7 (and replacing L by a fixed power L k if necessary), we can suppose that there is an ω i -ball B i ⊂ X i of a fixed radius on which the metric ω i is well-approximated by the pull back T * i (ω F S ) of the Fubini-Study metric under T i . The hypothesis of Proposition 2 is that the limit of T i (X i ) is in the same orbit and this means that T i = g i •T i where g i is a bounded sequence of projective transformations. Thus the pull-backs T * i (ω F S ),T * i (ω F S ) are quasiisometric and it follows that on B i the metricsω i , ω i are quasi-isometric. Note that the diameter and Ricci bounds for the metrics ω i give a lower bound on the volume of B i . Now we have a standard result.
Lemma 4 Suppose ω,ω are two Kähler metrics on X, each with diameter and |Ricci| bounded by C. Suppose there is an η > 0 and an open set B ⊂ X such thatω ≤ η −1 ω on B and the ω-volume of B exceeds η. Then if ω =ω + i∂∂φ there is a bound Osc(φ) ≤ K, where K depends only on n, C, η.
We recall the proof. Set f = φ − max φ. Sinceω + ii∂∂f > 0 we havẽ ∆f ≥ −n where∆ is the Laplacian of the metricω (with the "analysts" sign convention). If x 0 is a point where φ attains its maximum we have
(in obvious notation). We normalise the Green's function so that G(x 0 , y) ≥ 0 for all y. It is then known that
where κ depends only on C, n. (This fact can be extracted from [8] for example.) So we get
In terms of φ:
Interchanging the roles of ω,ω
since dμ ≤ η −n dµ. Adding (21) and (22),
In our case we apply this using the balls B i to get a bound on Oscφ i . Once we have this bound on the Kähler potential, the assumed bound on the Ricci curvature allows us to appeal to Theorem 5.1 in [7] which gives upper and lower bounds on the metrics K −1
(This can also be achieved by combining the Yau estimate with the Chen-Lu estimate: there is an good exposition of the latter in [14] .) To get higher estimates we can proceed as follows. Let To conclude this section we take up the discussion from (3.2), of the extension of the volume estimate from [5] to our situation (constant scalar curvature, bounded Ricci curvature, bounded diameter). Examining the proofs in [5] , one sees that what is needed is the following.
Lemma 5
Suppose that Ω i is a sequence of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics with bounded Ricci curvature and satisfying a uniform volume noncollapsing condition. Suppose there is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit Z, Ω ∞ and that R ⊂ Z is the regular set. Then the Ω i converge in C ∞ over R.
The standard Anderson-Cheeger-Colding theory for non-collapsed metrics with bounded Ricci curvature gives local C 1,α convergence of the metrics in harmonic co-ordinates, so C ,α convergence of the Christoffel symbols. The Kähler condition states that the complex structures J i are covariant constant, so we get convergence to a C 1,α limiting almost-complex structure J ∞ . The Newlander-Nirenberg theorem extends to the C 1,α case ( [18] ) and this gives C 1,α convergence of the metrics in local holomorphic coordinates. Then the constant scalar curvature condition gives C ∞ convergence, as above.
5 Algebraic geometry
Review of theory: results of Stoppa and Szekelyhidi
The main goal of this section is to establish Proposition 5. This extends a result of Stoppa [22] , in the case of C * -equivariant degenerations. The complete argument, in that case, involves a number of steps which we will now review.
Recall the notion of "bi-asymptotic stability" defined in [12] . For a point x in X, writeX x for the blow-up and L E →X x for the line bundle defined by the exceptional divisor. For sufficiently large µ, and then for r sufficiently large, the line bundle L rµ ⊗ L r E is ample onX x . We say that X is (r, µ)-stable if, for all x, the image ofX x under this projective embedding is Chow stable. We say that (X, L) is bi-asymptotically stable if there is a µ 0 and for µ ≥ µ 0 an r 0 (µ) such that X is (r, µ) stable for r ≥ r 0 (µ). Now we have the following fact.
Proposition 9
Suppose that X admits a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric in the class c 1 (L) and Aut(X, L) is finite. Then (X, L) is bi-asymptotically stable.
The proof of this combines two ingredients 1. According to Arezzo and Pacard [1] , there is an ǫ(X, L) > 0 such that any blow-upX x admits a constant scalar curvature Kähler metric in the class
2. Let (Y, Λ) be any polarised manifold. According to the result of [9] , for large enough k the projective embedding of Y by sections of L k can be chosen to satisfy the "balanced", or zero-moment map, condition M (Y ) = 0. From the interpretation of this in terms of Chow theory going back to Zhang [25] , it follows that the image is Chow stable.
Then the Proposition follows, taking Y =X x and µ 0 > ǫ(X, L) −1 . Both of the steps above use the hypothesis that Aut(X, L) is finite.
The central result of Stoppa's paper [22] is an algebro-geometric statementif (X, L) is bi-asymptotically stable then for any non-trivial C * -equivariant degeneration X with generic fibre (X, L) we have Fut(X ) > 0. To prove this he considers the blow-up X of X along a certain subscheme Σ ⊂ X , which yields a degeneration of the blow-up of X at a point. The bi-asymptotic stability hypothesis implies that, for a suitable line bundle over X , we have Fut( X ) ≥ 0 and, by careful calculation, Stoppa shows that Fut( X ) < Fut(X ).
Turning back to our situation, to prove Proposition 6 it suffices to establish the algebro-geometric result:
Proposition 10 If (X, L) is bi-asymptotically stable and Aut(X, L) is finite then for any non-trivial degeneration X of (X, L) we have Fut(X ) > 0.
In [24] , Szekelyhidi developed a wide-ranging extension of the notion of stability of a pair (X, L) involving filtrations of the ring k H 0 (X, L k ) and proved an analogue of Stoppa's result. He also showed how to associate a filtration to a degeneration X and then Proposition 10 follows as a special case of his main result. However it seems worthwhile to have a proof tailored to this particular situation, avoiding some of the technicalities in Szekelyhidi's work, and this is what we will take up in 5.3 below.
Some elementary results about degenerations
We consider a degeneration X ⊂ P(V ) × ∆, so the fibres X t can be viewed as varieties in P(V ) and the line bundle L is the pull-back of O(1). In our situation we can assume that the fibres do not lie in any proper projective subspace of P(V ). As we have discussed in (3.1), this can be represented by a meromorphic matrix-valued function g : ∆ * → GL(V ) and this function can be factorised as g(t) = L(t)t A R(t). By applying an automorphism of P(V ) × ∆-that is to say, changing the trivialisation of π * L-we can suppose that L(t) = 1 (with the same R(t)). We can also suppose that R(0) = 1. Choose a basis so that that A is diagonal with eigenvalues λ 0 ≥ λ 1 . . . ≥ λ min .
Lemma 6
We can choose g so that R(t) is lower triangular and the entry R αβ is a polynomial of degree less than λ α − λ β .
To see this we can first factorise R(t) = Q(t)R(t) where Q is upper triangular andR is lower triangular. Then L(t) = t
A Q(t)t −A is holomorphic across t = 0 and
Applying an automorphism, as above, we can replace R(t) byR(t). So we can suppose that in fact R(t) is lower triangular. Now it is easy to see that we can factorise a lower triangular matrix function R(t) as
where R 1 , R 2 are lower triangular and each (αβ) entry of R 2 is a polynomial of degree less than λ α − λ β and each (αβ) entry of R 1 contains terms of order at least λ α − λ β . This condition on R 1 means that L(t) = t A R 1 (t)t −A is holomorphic across 0 and
As before we can now suppose that R = R 1 , which has the form stated in the Lemma.
It is convenient to normalise g so that the largest eigenvalue λ 0 is 0. This is just achieved by changing the trivialisation of the line bundle over ∆ * by multiplying by a power of t, which does not affect the Chow or Futaki invariants. With this choice we will say that X is a normalised degeneration.
Lemma 7 For a non-trivial normalised degeneration X we have I(X ) < 0.
The compactified family X is embedded in a projective bundle P(E) where E is a vector bundle over P 1 defined by the transition function g. Explicitly we have a trivialisation V ×∆ ∞ over a neighbourhood of infinity and a trivialisation V × ∆ over a neighbourhood of 0, and a point (x, t) in the first trivialisation is identified with a point (y, t) in the second where y = g t (x). Let L → P(E) be the dual of the tautological line bundle. Then -τ k is the degree of the vector bundle π * (L| X ) over P 1 . By the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem, the leading term in the expansion of -τ k is given by 1/n! times the evaluation of evaluating c 1 (L) n+1 on X . This leading term is −I by definition, so the Lemma will follow if we establish that the sections of L separate generic points of X . To see this, we consider the co-ordinates y α as sections of π * (L) over a neighbourhood of 0 and x α as sections over a neighbourhood of infinity. They are related by
Since the terms in R ab have degree less than λ α − λ β we see that y α extends holomorphically over infinity. Further, if λ α > 0 then ty α also extends holomorphically over infinity. Since the fibres of X do not line in any proper projective subspace it is clear that the sections separate generic points of X . We now move on to the proof of Lemma 3. This will follow from an intrinsic characterisation of the maximal eigenvalue λ 0 of A and the minimal eigenvalue λ min . Let γ : ∆ → X be any holomorphic map from the disc to the generic fibre X = π −1 (1). This defines a section σ γ of X by
with the usual interpretation of this formula at t = 0. The map g defines an isomorphism of the line bundle σ * γ (L) with γ * (L) over the punctured disc. We define an integer d(γ) to be the first Chern class of σ * γ (L) relative to this isomorphism. The next result immediately implies Lemma 3.
Lemma 8
The minimal value of d(γ), as γ ranges over all such maps, is −λ 0 , and the maximal value is −λ min .
To prove this, choose a liftγ : ∆ → V \ {0} of γ : ∆ → X. Then d(γ) is simply the order of the pole of the vector-valued function g(t)γ(t) at t = 0. It is then immediate that −λ 0 ≤ d(γ) ≤ −λ min . Let V − ⊂ V be the subspace spanned by all eigenspaces of A with λ α < λ 0 , and let V + be the subspace spanned by all eigenspaces with λ α > λ) min . Choose any γ + with γ + (0) not in P(V + ). (This is possible because X does not lie in P(V + ).) Then it is clear that d(γ + ) = −λ min . In the other direction, we can suppose (for clarity) that X is normalised so λ 0 = 0 and all λ α ≤ 0. Choose a smooth point [y] of the central fibre X 0 which does not lie in P(V − ), that is the vector y has a non-zero component in the zero eigenspace. (This is possible since X 0 does not lie in P(V − ).) Choose a section (t, Γ(t) of X with Γ(0) = y. Then definẽ γ − (t) = g(t)
−1 Γ(t) = R(t) −1 t −A Γ(t). Bothγ − (t), g(t)γ − (t) are holomorphic and non-vanishing at t = 0 so d(γ − ) = 0.
Remark More generally, one can give an intrinsic characterisation of all the eigenvalues λ α of A via a filtration of the vector bundle π * (L) over ∆, related to Szekelyhidi's filtration of the co-ordinate ring H 0 (X, L k ). The matrix entries R αβ then appear, ore intrinsically, as representatives for the H 1 classes define the successive extensions of this filtration, relative to the trivialisation over ∆ * .
Proof of Proposition 10
We want to generalise the definitions of the Chow and Futaki invariants to a "relative" case. Suppose we have families X 1 , X 2 over the disc and an isomorphism Ψ of their restrictions to the punctured disc ∆ * . We suppose we have line bundles L 1 , L 2 , very ample on the fibres, and that Ψ has a lift to the line bundles. Then the direct images of L k 1 , L k 2 are vector bundles over the disc with an induced isomorphism between them over the punctured disc. Thus there is a well-defined integer degree −τ k (X 1 , X 2 ) (where we suppress Ψ in the notation). If X is a degeneration as before, trivialised over ∆ * , and if X 0 is the trivial family X × ∆ then τ k (X , X 0 ) = τ k (X ).
We assume that τ k (X 1 , X 2 ) is, for large k, a polynomial of degree at most n + 1 in k. It seems clear that this is true as a general fact. In our particular application we will be able to prove it by a separate argument, which we give below, but to avoid complication we assume this for the time being. Then we can define the Chow and Futaki invariants just as before.
Let X be a non-trivial degeneration, with general fibre X = π −1 (1) as in the statement of Proposition 10. We can suppose that X is normalsed. Write X 0 for the trivial degeneration X × ∆ and L 0 → X 0 for the pull-back of L → X. Let γ − : ∆ → V \ {0} be a holomorphic map as considered in the proof of Lemma 8, so there is an induced map γ − from ∆ to X. We regard this as a section σ 2 : ∆ → X 0 with image a curve Σ 2 ⊂ X 0 . Let σ 1 be the section σ γ− of X , as in the proof of Lemma 8, and write Σ 1 ⊂ X for the image. As in the proof of Lemma 8, the map g induced an isomorphism of the line bundles σ *
Let X 1 be the blow-up of X along Σ 1 and X 2 be the blow-up of X 0 along Σ 2 . Write L E for the line bundle defined by the exceptional divisor in both cases. For sufficiently large µ the line bundles L µ ⊗ L E and L µ 0 ⊗ L E are ample on the fibres, and we write X 1,µ , X 2,µ for the degenerations with these choices of polarising line bundles. Thus we have invariants Fut(X 1,µ , X 2,µ ), Fut(X , X 0 ). Our proof of Proposition 10 breaks into two parts.
Proposition 11 If µ is sufficiently large then
Proposition 12 If X is bi-asymptotically stable then, for sufficiently large µ, Fut(X 1,µ , X 2,µ ) ≥ 0.
We will now return to the issue arising in the definition of the "relative" Futaki invariants. Suppose we can find a compact Riemann surface B and an embedding of the disc ∆ in B such that the family X 2 over the disc extends to a family Y 2 over B. Then, using the isomorphism between the families over the punctured disc, we can also extend X 1 over B to get another family Y 1 , isomorphic to Y 2 outside ∆. We define τ k (Y 1 ), τ k (Y 2 ) in the obvious way, using the degree of direct images, and we clearly have
Then in such a situation we do know that τ k (X 1 , X 2 ) is a polynomial of at most degree n + 1, for large k, from the Grothendiek-Riemann-Roch theorem applied to Y 1 , Y 2 . We can also define Ch k (Y i ), Fut(Y i ) in an obvious way, so that
In our situation we have a holomorphic map γ − : ∆ → X. It is clear that any other map which agrees with γ − to a sufficiently high order at 0 will do just as well. Thus we need the following Lemma Lemma 9 Given any holomorphic map γ − : ∆ → X and any integer s there is a holomorphic map γ ′ : ∆ → X which is equal to γ − to order s at 0 ∈ ∆ and which factors as γ ′ = j • ι where ι : ∆ → B is an embedding in a compact Riemann surface B and j : B → X is holomorphic.
To see this choose a generic projection p : X → CP n which restricts to a holomorphic isomorphism on a neighbourhood of γ(0). We can approximate p • γ − to arbitrarily high order at 0 by a rational curve j 0 : CP 1 → CP n . We can also suppose that j 0 is in general position relative to the branch set of p. Then let B be the normalisation of the curve p −1 (j 0 (CP 1 )).
Given this Lemma, we can suppose that γ − itself extends to a Riemann surface B. We define Y 0 to be the product family X × B and Y 1 to be the family over B equal to the product away from ∆ and equal to X over ∆, as above. We will now write Σ 2,B for the graph of j in B × X = Y 0 and Σ 1,B ⊂ Y 1 for the section corresponding to Σ 1 over ∆ and to the graph of j away from ∆. We define Y 1,µ , Y 2,µ by blowing up Σ 1,B , Σ 2,B respectively.
We will now prove Proposition 12. What we need to show is that, if X is bi-asymptotically stable and µ is sufficiently large, then
In fact we show that if X is (µ, r) stable then Ch r (Y 2,µ ) ≥ Ch r (Y 1,µ ) . Recall the Chow construction, discussed in 3.1 above. Applied to a family Y → B we get a line bundle λ Chow,Y over B and we have
Now consider our two families Y 1,µ , Y 2,µ which are isomorphic away from the On the other hand we can write
So the inequality a/V − b/(N + 1) ≥ 0 is exactly the inequality Ch(Y 1,µ ) ≥ Ch(Y 2,µ ) that we want. Now we turn to the proof of Proposition 11. We consider a general situation where we have a family L → Z → B and a section Σ ⊂ Z contained in the smooth part of Z. We blow up Z along Σ to obtain another familyẐ µ → B with an ample line bundle defined by µ, as above. Let w be the degree of L restricted to Σ ⊂ Z. Then we have
Proposition 13 In this situation
The proof is a straightforward calculation, similar to that of Stoppa but simpler because the blow-up locus lies in the smooth part.(One can also use the cohomological formula of Odaka [19] .)
We apply this formula to the pair Y 0 , Y 2,µ and Y, Y 1,µ . Recall that we are assuming that our original family X is normalised and the map γ − is chosen so that the relative first Chern class is zero. This implies that the degrees of the polarising line bundles over Σ 1,B , Σ 2,B are equal. So Proposition 13 gives
The left hand side is Fut(
and Proposition 11 follows from Lemma 7.
Proof of Proposition 1
Recall that we have a Chow variety Chow ⊂ P (W ) where GL(N + 1) acts linearly on W . For each point s ∈ S we have an orbit Γ s in Chow. Define d(s) to be the degree of the closure of Γ s . General facts of algebraic geometry imply that d is a semi-continuous function so that the subset of S on which takes its maximum value is Zariski open. Further, for a point σ in this subset, the first condition of Definition 3 holds. Thus, replacing S by this subset, we can suppose that this condition holds throughout S (i.e. there is no "splitting of orbits"). Now we turn to the second condition. By restricting to a Zariski open subset of S we can suppose that there is a map s → w s ∈ W which chooses a representative [w s ] ∈ Γ s ⊂ Chow ⊂ P(W ). Any point in the closure of an orbit Γ s can be written as the limit as t → 0 of [LΛ(t)R(t)w s ] where L is in GL(N + 1), Λ(t) = t A for a diagonal matrix A and R(t) is holomorphic and invertible across t = 0. For each choice c of diagonal entries of A (i.e. the conjugacy class of the 1-parameter subgroup Λ), we can suppose that R is a lower triangular matrix whose entries are polynomials with degree bounded as in Lemma 6. Thus we can construct an algebraic variety P c and for each point p ∈ P c a map g p : ∆ * → GL(N + 1, C) so that any point in the closure of Γ s arises as the limit when t tends to 0 of [g p (t)(w s )] for some c and some p ∈ P c . We define a map of sets E c :
We also define an integer-valued function ν(s, p) as the order of the pole of the vector valued function g p (t)w s at t = 0. Clearly ν is a bounded function. The limit E c (s, p) is not a continuous function of (s, p) in general but it is so on any subset on which ν is constant. Let Σ ν,c ⊂ S × P c be the set where ν(s, p) = ν. The image of the map E c from Σ ν,c to J is a quasi-projective variety and the union of these as c runs over all the conjugacy classes is the whole of J. Since there are only a countable number of conjugacy classes we can in fact choose a finite set of conjugacy classes c which suffices to cover J in this way. Now consider the projection map π S from Σ ν,c to S. By passing to a Zariski-open subset we may suppose that, for each ν, c in question, these are submersions mapping onto S. We claim then that in this situation the subset GD is in fact all of S. (s) (t). Then g(s, t) defines a family of degenerations parametrised by N as required.
Proof of Proposition 7
Let Λ → Z be a holomorphic Hermitian line bundle over a compact complex n-manifold with curvature −iF Λ , where F Λ > 0. We write ρ Λ for the function on Z defined by the sum of squares of an orthonormal basis for the holomorphic sections using the volume form (n!)
Proposition 14 For each n there are constants κ n , K n with the following effect. Let (Z, Ω) be any compact Kähler manifold of complex dimension n and let Λ → Z be a holomorphic Hermitian line bundle with curvature −iκΩ. Let B ⊂ Z be the metric ball of radius 1 centred at p ∈ Z. Suppose that 1. The injectivity radius at p is greater than 1 (so the exponential map is invertible on B).
2. The curvature bound |Riem| ≤ 1 hold in B.
3. The metric has constant scalar curvature S in B.
4. There is a Ricci curvature bound |Ricci| ≤ 1 on all of Z.
Then if κ ≥ κ 0 we have
where |E|, |∇E|, |∇∇E| ≤ K n in the ball of radius 1/2 centred at p.
Proposition 7 can be deduced from Proposition 14 by rescaling. Let ω be a constant scalar curvature metric on X, as considered in 3.2, and let x be a point in Ω r ⊂ X, with r ≤ 1. Rescale the metric by a factor βr −2 where β ≥ 1 will be chosen presently. The definition of Ω r implies that condition (2) in Proposition 14 is satisfied by the rescaled metric (with p = x). We choose β ≥ C where C is the constant in the definition of Property R, so condition (4) is satisfied. The diameter and Ricci bounds in the definition of Property R yield a uniform lower bound on the volumes of metric balls which in turn leads to a local injectivity radius bound in terms of the curvature. This means that we can choose β so that the condition (1) holds. Now β is fixed. We take Λ = L k so κ = kr 2 β −1 . We take the constant b 0 in Proposition 7 to be βκ 0 which ensures that κ ≥ κ 0 . The function η k in Proposition 7 is κ −2 E = k −2 r 4 β 2 E and the bounds asserted in Proposition 7 follow from those in Proposition 14, taking account of the rescaling of derivatives.
The proof of Proposition 14 is implicit in the literature, particularly Lu's paper [17] . The key point is that in the standard proofs of the asymptotics the only control needed away from the ball B is the Ricci curvature bound. We will review a proof, but this is purely expository. See also the exposition in [2] .
Generalising the O( ), o( ) notation we write ǫ(κ) for any term which is bounded by Cκ −m for all m. Essentially this means exponentially decaying terms, invisible in any asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of κ.
To bring out the main point consider first a case when the metric is actually flat in the embedded unit ball B ⊂ Z. We identify this with the standard ball in C n . We fix an identification of the fibre of Λ over the origin with C. Rescale the metric Ω by a factor κ −1 , so we work in a large ball B √ κ ⊂ C n , and we are operating with the standard holomorphic Hermitian line bundle with curvature (i/2) dz a dz a . Over this ball we have a standard holomorphic section σ 0 with |σ 0 | = exp(−|z| 2 /4). We cut of this section near the boundary of the ball to get a compactly-supported section σ 1 which is approximately holomorphic in that
We can use a spherically symmetric cut-off function to do this, so σ 1 is U (n)-invariant in an obvious sense. We also have σ 1 = (2π) n (1 + ǫ(κ) and evidently σ 1 (0) = 1. Now transplant σ 1 to a section of Λ over our manifold Z. We work with the rescaled metric so that Z has large volume O(κ n ). We project σ 1 to the space of holomorphic sections using the standard Hörmander technique which we now recall. Since the Ricci curvature of the original manifold is bounded that of the rescaled manifold is O(κ −1 ). The Weitzenbock formula on Λ-valued (0, 1) forms (for the rescaled metric) takes the shape
so once κ > 2, say, we have ∆ ∂ ≥ 1 2 say, and the inverse operator G has L 2 -operator norm at most 2. Now
is a holomorphic section. From the identity
Go back to the unit ball (say) in C n . Here the difference σ 2 − σ 1 is holomorphic so the L 2 bound above gives a pointwise bound and
Let τ be any section over Z which vanishes at the origin. The inner product σ 1 , τ is an integral over the ball B √ κ and this obviously vanishes by symmetry (considering the Taylor series of τ in our given trivialisation). Finally, for convenience, set σ = σ 2 / σ 2 . What we have achieved is a section σ with the three properties
No more analytical input is required. Let η be the section representing evaluation at 0, i.e.
τ, η = τ (0)
for all τ . By definition the Bergman function at 0 is ρ Λ (0) = η 2 . What we need is Lemma 10 Let η, σ be two elements of a Hilbert space such that 1. σ = 1; 2. σ, η = 1 + ǫ(κ); 3. σ, τ = ǫ(κ) τ for any τ with τ, η = 0.
The proof is an elementary exercise (which takes place in the plane spanned by σ, η).In our case the three hypotheses are re-statements of the properties above and we conclude that, in this locally flat situation, ρ Λ (0) = 1+ǫ(κ). The bounds on all derivatives of ρ Λ follow by a straightforward extension of the argument. Now we go on to the general case. Note first that the constant scalar curvature condition gives estimates on all derivatives of the metric in the interior of B (as in Section 4)-this is the only role of the condition in the statement of Proposition 14. By the same argument as for the Lemma above, if we produce a holomorphic section σ with σ = 1, with σ(0) = (2π) −n/2 (1 + Aκ we can reduce to the case when the (2, 1) and (1, 2) terms (which are complex conjugate) vanish. Then by adding the real part of a holomorphic quartic function to the Kahler potential we can remove the (3, 0) and (0, 3) terms. Similarly we can remove all the quartic terms in the Taylor expansion except for (2, 2) and all the quintic terms except for (2, 3) + (3, 2). So we can suppose that the Kähler potential φ is w a w a + P abcd w a w b w c w d +( Q abcde w a w b w c w d w e +cx. conjugate)+O(w 6 ).
Next we rescale co-ordinates writing w a = κ −1/2 z a and setting Φ(z) = κφ(w). Thus
in an obvious notation. We work over a ball |z| ≤ R where we can take R to be a very small multiple of κ 1/4 so that Φ(z) − |z| 2 , κ −1 P (z), κ −3/2 Q(z) are all very small over the ball. The volume form (i∂∂Φ) n in these co-ordinate can be written J = 1 + κ −1 p(z) + κ The choice of a Kahler potential precisely corresponds to the choice of a local trivialisation of our line bundle and hence a local holomorphic section σ 0 with |σ 0 | 2 = e −Φ . Just as before we can modify σ 0 to get a global holomorphic section and this only introduced terms which are ǫ(κ) so which we can ignore. Regard σ 0 as a discontinuous section of the line bundle over the whole manifold, extending by zero outside our ball. We want to show first that
for all holomorphic sections vanishing at the origin. Second, we want to find a number a such that σ 0 2 = 1 + aκ −1 + O(κ −2 ). Then we will have established what we need with A = −a/2 (since σ 0 (0) = 1 by construction). Now | σ 0 , τ | ≤ Cκ Here we have used the Taylor series to expand the exponential term e −Φ and we have skipped over some rather routine estimates.
If z I , z J are any monomials such that The integral here is straightforward to calculate. We can also argue as follows. The tensor P abcd is, from an invariant point of view, an element of s 2 (V )⊗s 2 (V ) * where V is the cotangent space. The symmetric power s 2 (V ) is an irreducible representation of U (n) so there is, up to a multiple, just one U (n)-invariant contraction s 2 (V ) ⊗ s 2 (V ) * → C. This is given by
It is clear that the scalar curvature and the integrals appearing in the O(κ −1 ) term above are both invariant contractions of P hence multiples of c(P ). This argument shows that the co-efficient we are after must be some universal multiple of the scalar curvature and of course we can identify the multiple from the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula.
